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Abstract.

Meteorological data from the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) and

COtlStituent data from the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) are used to

construct yearly zonal mean dynamical fields for the 1990s for use in the GSFC 2-D

chemistry and transport model. This allows for interannual dynamical variability to be

included in the model constituent sinmlations. In this study, we focus on the tropical

stratosphere. We find that the phase of quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) signals in

equatorial CH4 and profile and total column Oa data is resolved quite well using this

empirically-based 2-D model transport framework. However. the QBO amplitudes in

the model constituents are systematically underestimated relative to the observations at

most levels. This deficiency is probably clue in part. to the limited vertical resolutions of

the 2-D model and the UKMO and UA1RS input data sets. \Ve find that using different.

heating rate calculations in the model affects the interannual and QBO amplitudes in

the constituent fields, but. has little impact on the phase. Sensitivity tests reveal that the

QBO in transport dominates the ozone interannual variability in the lower stratosphere,

with the effect of the, temperature QBO being dominant in the upper stratosphere via

the strong temperature dependence of the ozone loss reaction rates. We also find that

the QBO in odd nitrogen radicals, which is caused bv the QBO modulated transport of

NOy, plays a significant but not dominant role in determining the ozone QBO variability

in the middle stratosphere. The model mean age of air is in good overall agreement with

that determined from tropical lower-middle stratospheric OMS balloon observations

of SFa and CO,). The interannual variability of the equatorial mean age in the model

increases with altitude and maximizes neat' 40 kin, with a range of 4-5 years over the

1993-2000 time period.
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1. Introduction

The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is the dominant mode of interannual

variability in the tropical lower stratosphere. Since its discovery by Reed et al. [1961] and

Veryard and Ebdon [1961], there have been numerous observational studies documenting

the QBO in zonal wind and temperture [e.g., Reed, 1964; Angell and Korshover. 1970;

Dunkerton and Delisi, 1985; Naujokat, 1986; Nash, 1988; Ortland et al., 1996; Randel et

al., 1999]. The QBO is believed to be generated by dissipation of vertically propagating

equatorial waves [e.g., Lindzen and Holton, 1968; Holton and Lindzen, 1972], although

recent analysis has suggested that gravity waves can contribute significantly to the

forcing of the QBO westerly phase [Alexander and Vincent, 2000]. The associated

QBO signal in the meridional circulation gives rise to a QBO variation in ozone and

long lived trace species [e.g.. Hasebe, 1994; Eluszkiewicz et al., 1996; Cordero et al.,

1997; O'Sullivan and Dunkerton, 1997; Randel et al., 1998]. Additionally, the effect

of the QBO on the circulation and constituent distributions in the extratropics has

been investigated in a variety of studies [e.g., Holton and Tart, 1980; Lait et al.,

1989; Bowman, 1989; Randel and Cobb, 1994; Tung and Yang, 1994; O'Sullivan arm

Dunkerton, 1997: Gray and Russell, 1999; Randel et al., 1998; Kinner,sley and T'aTzg,

1999; Randel et al,. 1999].

The tropical upper stratosphere is characterized by a dominant semi-annual

oscillation (SAO) signal in wind and temperature [e.g., Garcia et al., 1997 and references

therein], and long lived tracers [e.g., Choi and Holton, 1991; Randel et al., 1994]. Tile

upper stratospheric SAO in the circulation and tracer distributions are also thought to

be modulated by the QBO variations in the underlying lower stratospheric winds [e.g.,

Ruth et al., 1997; Kermaagh et al., 1997].

Various modeling studies have investigated the process(_s that control the QBO and

SA() responses in stratospheric ozone and constituent distributions. Gray and Pyle,

[1987] used an interactive 2-D model with a parameterization of monientum transfer to



tile zonal flow from dissipating equatorial Kelvin waves to examine the stratospheric

semi-annual oscillation. Their model qualitatively reproduced a SAO in zonal wind, and

a "double peaked" structure in the tracer fields associated with the SAO meridional

circulation. These authors extended this work to include parameterizations of Kelvin

and Rossby-Gravity waves associated with tile lower stratospheric QBO [Gray and Pyle,

1989 I. Although their simulations did not correspond to a particular time period and

generated a near constant QBO period, they were able to reproduce many qualitative

aspects of the QBO in zonal wind, temperature, and total ozone. Gray and Dunkerton

[1990] then investigated the interaction of the QBO with the seasonal cycles in each

hemisphere, and successfully reproduced several of the basic features of the ozone

QBO in the tropics and subtropics in their 2-D interactive model. Subsequent studies

discussed the QBO signal in various trace gases generated in tile model simulations

[Gray and Chipperfield, 1990: Chipperfield and Gray, 1992].

Gray and Ruth [1993] followed these investigations by simulating a QBO in their

2-D model for the specific years 1971-1990 by relaxing the model equatorial winds to

observations. The resulting QBO signal in the total ozone simulation agreed reasonably

well with satellite observations. These authors also discussed the importance of the

QBO interaction with the annual cycle in determination of the ozone anomalies in

the subtropics. In a related study, Jo'ne._ et al. [1998] used a 2-D interactive model to

investigate the QBO and seasonal dependence on the tracer transport in tile tropics and

subtropics.

Simulations of QBO variations have also been recently performed using 3-D models.

Na.qa,shima et al. [1998] simulated a QBO in ozone using a general circulation model

(GCM). The resulting model amplitude of the lower stratospheric ozone QBO was

solnewhat less than observed, with a mostly realistic t)hase reversal of tile signal in tile

upper stratosphere. Hamilton et al. [1999], using high vertical resolution in the GFDL

SKIHI GCM, obtained a spontaneous, internally generated oscillation in tile equatorial



stratospheric zonalwinds which closelyresembleda QBO-type oscillation, but with a

period lessthan half of the observedQBO.

Tile interaction of the QBO and SAO has also beeninvestigatedbv Kennaugh et

al. [1997] using a 2-D isentiopic model. They found that the lower stratospheric QBO

modulates the strength of the upper stratospheric SAO circulation, consistent with

the interammal changes seen in CH4 measurements made by the Halogen Occultation

Experiment (HALOE) onboard the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS).

These authors discuss the subtle ways in which the time-integrated vertical motion

affects the depth of the double-peaked structure in upper stratospheric CH4.

Our 2-D chemistry and transport model at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

(GSFC) has been widely used in scientific and assessment studies of the long term

changes in stratospheric ozone [e.g., ,lackman et al., 1996; WMO, 1999]. Incorporating

interannual dvnamical variability in the model is important to more fully understand

past ozone changes and the future ozone recovery' [Jackmarz et al.. 1996; WMO, 1999;

ChippeTfieId, 1999]. We previously examined the impact of interannual variability on our

model ozone field using an earlier version of the model transport formulation [.lackmaTz

et al., 1991]. This model was able to simulate a good deal of the interannual variability

in upper stratospheric ozone at low to middle latitudes where temperature dependent

photochemistry controls the ozone distribution. However, this previous model did not

resolve the observed QBO in total column ozone.

We have recently upgraded the fornmlation for deriving our empirical 2-D model

transport fields from meteorological data sets. For climatological conditions, this

new methodology gives good model agreement with a variety of ozone and long lived

tracer measurements [Flemin9 et al., 1999]. In light of this. we have extended the new

formulation to allow for interannual d.ynamical variations in the model simulations. For

this we use the global winds and temperatures from the United Kingdom .Meteorological

Office (UK*IO) data assimilation svstem for the specific years 1992-2000. Recent



analvsishasshownthat tile UKMO data provide a goodrepresentationof tile QBO and

SAO features in the tropical stratosphere,aswell as QBO featuresin the extratropics

during the 1990s[Randel et al.. 1999]. Our modeling approach for including interannual

variability differs from previous interactive 2-D model studies, e.g., those that imposed

a QBO by relaxing tile model lower stratospheric equatorial winds to observations

and allowing the model circulation to respond globally [e.g., Gray and Ruth, 1993;

Kinnersley and Tung, 1999], or studies that additionally imposed extratropical

interannual variability by forcing the model with the observed planetary wave heights

at the tropopause [Kinnersley and Tung, 1998].

In the present paper, we focus on the tropical stratosphere where the zonal mean

constituent distributions are controlled primarily by the residual circulation with eddy

diffusion processes being much less important. Previous analysis has shown that in this

region, our empirically-based climatological 2-D model framework does a good job in

simulating the age of air and seasonal cvcle propagation [Hall et al., 1999; Fleming et

al., 1999]. Here we extend this analysis to interannual time scales and examine how

much of the observed year to year constituent variability in the tropics can be explained

in our model utilizing the UKMO meteorological data. \Ve specifically examine the

modeled QBO signatures in ozone and CH4 fields, and how these compare with UARS

and TOMS data. V','e will also examine the relative roles of transport and temperature

dependent photochemistry in controlling the tropical ozone changes in the lower and

upper stratosphere.

2. GSFC 2-D Model

The GSFC 2-D model has been described previously [Douglass et al., 1989; ,lackman

et al., 1990; Con.sidine ct al., 1994; ,lackman et al., 1996]. Our current model has been

updated to the latest .Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 2000 recommendations for the

gas phase reaction rates and photolysis cross sections [Sander et al., 2000]. The model
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climatological transport formulation is discussedin detail in Fleming et al. [1999].

Here we provide a brief overview of the analogous application to interannually varying

meteorological conditions for the stratosphere based on the 3-D UKMO assimilated

winds and temperatures for 1992-2000. As with previous model versions, tile current

transport for the mesosphere above 1 mbar is climatological and is derived from the

CIRA-86 zonal mean and planetary wave reference atmospheres [Fleming et al., 1990;

Barnett and Labitzke, 1990].

Following the methodology originally formulated by Garcia and Solomon [1983],

a meridional stream filnction is calculated to obtain the transformed Eulerian mean

circulation (_*, g'*). The stream flmction is derived from: (1) the zonal mean

temperatures and zonal winds; (2) the vertical gradient of the mechanical forcing

fiom planetary- and synoptic-scale waves, gravity waves, and equatorial Kelvin and

Rossby-Gravity waves; and (3) the latitudinal gradient of the total heating rate which is

comprised of diabatic, latent, and net eddy heating.

The planetary- and synoptic-scale wave forcing are proportional to the Eliassen-

Palm (E-P) flux divergence [e.g., Andrews et al., 1987] computed from the UKhIO winds

and temperatures. Momentum forcing from thermally damped equatorial Kelvin and

Rossby-Gravity waves is computed using tile parameterization discussed in Gray and

Pyle, [1989]. Gravity wave forcing above 10 mbar is computed from the parameterization

of Lindzen [1981] an(l Holton and Zhu [1984], using the background zonal mean

teinperature and zonal wind fields to diagnose the monthly, latitudinal, and vertical

distributious of gravity wave drag and diffusion based on a given set of fixed gravity

wave parameters. The computed gravity wave drag and diffusion in the stratosphere will

undergo interannual variations due to the varying background UKMO zonal wind field.

However since the background winds in the mesosphere are climatological, the resulting

waw_ drag and diffusion computed above 1 mbar changes very little from }'ear to year,

with only a small interannual c(mlponent due to the vearlv changing background winds



in tile stratosphere.

The diabatic heating rates are computed following Rosenfield et al. [1994], using

the interannually varying UKMO temperatures and HALOE ozone and water vapor.

As discussed in the next section, we will show results using both climatological and

interannually varying HALOE ozone and water vapor fields in the diabatic heating rate

calculations. \\e do not account for the radiative effects of the anomolous stratospheric

aerosol loading during 1991-1992 caused by the Mt. Pinatubo volcanic eruption.

However, this should not strongly impact the QBO signals of concern in the present

study. Latent heating rates for the troposphere are climatological and are based on

Newell et al. [1974]. Net gravity wave heating is computed following Schoeberl et al.

[1983] and Huang and Smith [1991], utilizing the vertical diffusion rates computed from

the gravity wave parameterization discussed above. Eddv heating from planetary- and

synoptic-scale waves [e.g., Andrews et al., 1987] is computed from the UKMO 3-D

meteorological fields.

Following Randel and Garcia [1994], latitudinal eddv diffusion (Ky_) due to

planetary'- and synoptic-scale wave dissipation is computed self-consistently with the

circulation and is taken as the ratio of the E-P flux divergence to the latitudinal

gradient of zonal mean potential vorticity. The model vertical eddy diffusion (K=)

in the troposphere and lower stratosphere below 10 mbar is derived from the Brunt-

V_iis/il/i frequency squared as computed from the UKMO temperatures. K= in the

mesosphere and upper stratosphere above 10 Inbar is obtained from the gravity wave

parameterization discussed above.

3. Tropical Dynamical Variability

Randel et al. [1999] previously presented a detailed analysis of the zonal mean

interannual and QBO dynamical features derived on a global basis from the UKMO

data. In this section, we present a brief overview of the interanImal dynamical variability



in tile tropical stratospherederived from the UKMO data for usein our 2-D model.

To examinethe relative impact on the model constituents of interannual variations

in the advectivecirculation and eddy diffusion fields, we ran a simulation in which K=

was set to climatology with the circulation and h>,j fields varied interannuallv. \Ve

also ran an analogous simulation in which the I,:'yv field was set to climatology with

the circulation and Kzz fields varied interannually. We found that interannual changes

in K,: have a negligible effect on the model constituent simulations in the tropical

stratosphere. Interannual changes in Kvv have a relatively small impact on the model

CH4 distribution, but have virtually no effect on the profile and total ozone simulations. -

Therefore ill this study, we will focus on the interanimal variations in the vertical

velocity field of the residual circulation (g,*) which control the zonal mean constituent

distributions in the tropics. In our diagnostic model formulation, the diabatic heating

rates dominate the forcing of if,'* in the equatorial region. The momentum forcing from

tropical Kelvin and Rossby-Gravity waves and extratropical planetary waves has a much

smaller impact on the model circulation and constituent simulations. In the following

sections, we will discuss the sensitivity of the model results to different heating rate

calculations.

Figure 1 shows equatorial time series of our computed _;'* for 1992-2000 at 3

stratospheric levels. Here we show the heating rate calculation in which the temperature,

ozone, and water vapor fields all change interannually. This is scenario A as listed

in Table 1. Well known features are illustrated in Figure 1, such as the strong QBO

signature in lower stratosphere and the dominant SAO ill the upper stratosphere, with a

transition between the two regimes in tile middle stratosphere. The upper stratospheric

time series at 3 mbar also shows typically stronger upwelling during the NH winter

compared to the SH winter. This is consiste, nt with the stronger dynamical forcing

during NH winter, which also produces stronger tropical easterlies [e.g., Garcia et al.,

1997]. Figure 1 also reveals a strong interannual component at all levels, and it appears
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that the QBO modulates the SAO circulation in tile upper stratosphere. This is more

clearly seen in tile time-height section ill Figure 2 (top) in which tile trend and seasonal

cycles in the ft.'* time series have been removed by regression analysis. Maximum

anomaly amplitudes are on the order of ±0.5 rams -_, with a characteristic downward

propagation feature evident.

To isolate the QBO signal in the u;,* anolnaly field, we follow the methodology

outlined previously [Wallace et al., 1993; Randel and Wu, 1996; Randel et al.,

1999]. The interannual anomalies are fit with a linear regression containing the two

leading empiricial orthogonal flmctions (EOFs) of the zonal wind QBO reference time

series. This time series is derived from optimal linear combinations of near-equatorial

radiosonde observations of zonal wind tbr 70-10 mbar. Together, these two leading

EOFs explain more than 90c/c of the QBO zonal wind variance for 1956-1990 [Wallace

et al., 1993; Randel et al., 1999]. This technique therefore isolates time variations in

d,'* (or other parameters) that are coherent with the lower stratospheric zonal wind

QBO. Figure 2 (bottom) shows the resulting QBO fit of _f'*, which captures a significant

amount of the interannual variability in £*. An out-of-phase relationship between the

upper and lower stratosphere is also evident.

The equivalent harmonic amplitude and phase of the QBO signal in t_'" from

scenario A are shown in Figure 3 (solid lines). These are computed froln the two leading

EOFs shown in Figure 2 (bottom), in a similar fashion to the methodology outlined in

W_llac_" et al. [1993]. The QBO alnplitude maximizes at _ 0.2 lnms -1 in the middle

and upper stratosphere between 32 and 42 kin. There is a sharp dropoff in amplitude

above and below this laver. The phase plot in Figure 3 (plotted in fractional QBO

cycle) shows the characteristic downward propagation, with a near 180 ° phase shift (0.5

cycle) between ,3 mbar and 30 mbar.

Our results in Figure 2 are similar to the radiatively determined d.,* of Remodel et al.

[1999 l, with a strong correlation between the if,* field, the teinperature variations, and
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tile net diabatic heating rates in the tropical stratosphere. We find that Orll" computed

'tb* anomalies are anticorrelated with arrd slightly preceed, by 1-2 months, our 2-D model

ozone (section 4.2) and UKMO temperature anomalies at 20-40 mbar. Our _,* results

appear to be grossly consistent with the lower stratospheric vertical velocities inferred

from the ascent rates of HALOE equatorial 2CH4 + H20 [Nitvano and Shiotani, 2001].

These authors report that the positive QBO variations in ascent rates preceed the

negative anomalies in temperature and ozone by 2-3 months at 30-60 mbar. However,

they also suggest that the QBO variation in their derived ascent rates may be larger

than that determined from radiative calculations.

Figure 3 shows results from two additional heating rate calculations. Scenario B

(dashed-dotted line) uses the interannually changing UKMO temperatures, but with

climatological (1993-2000 average) distributions of ozone and water vapor from HALOE.

The resulting g'* QBO signal is consistent with the findings of Flandel et al. [1999]. Using

climatological 03 and H20 in the heating rates enhances the _p* QBO amplitude in the

lower stratosphere below 28 kin. and decreases tire amplitude above 28 km, especially at

35-43 kin. Scenario B also results in a secondary maxinmm near 24 km. The difference

in the heating calculations between scenarios A and B is primarily due to the variations

in ozone heating. In the lower stratosphere where the temperature and ozone changes

are in phase, the net heating due to the QBO ozone anomalies tend to cancel the effect

of the QBO-induced circulation, i.e., downward motion (relative to the mean) gives

positive ozone anomalies resulting in enhanced heating and enhanced upward motion.

The opposite occurs in the upper stratosphere where the QBO-induced circulation

results in ozone anomalies that have a positive feedback on the radiative heating and

vertical velocity fields, i.e., relative downwaM motioll gives negative ozone anomalies

which decreases the heating and enhances the downward motion. The radiative effect:_

of irrt.erannual changes in ozone therefore decrease the interannual and QB() variations

in _?* below ,-_28 km and enhance the variations above ---,28 kin. However, the QBO
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phasein Figure 3 changesvery little betweenscenariosA and B.

Comparisonswith Singaporerawinsondedata suggestthat the UKMO temperatures

underestimatetile QBO amplitude by at least40% [Rm_delet al., 1999]. This would

result in all underestimation of the QBO amplitude in the computed radiative heating

rates and 'g'* in the equatorial stratosphere. Rar_del et al. [1999] found that increasing

the QBO temperature anomalies in the UKMO data by 40% substantially increased the

corresponding amplitude in their derived if'* in the lower stratosphere, with a smaller

effect in the upper stratosphere. To understand how such a bias might affect our model

constituent simulations, we made a similar heating rate and 0-'* calculation in which the

QBO amplitude in the UKMO temperatures was increased by 40% (scenario C). The

03 and H20 in this scenario were varied interannully as in scenario A. The resulting

QBO signal in g'* (Figure 3, dotted line) is enhanced significantly throughout most of

the equatorial stratosphere compared to scenario A (solid line). As with scenario B,

the QBO phase in _z'* exhibits only negligible changes between scenarios A and C in

Figure 3. In the following sections, we will discuss how the different heating rate and _#:*

calculations in scenarios A, B, and C affect the model simulated interannual constituent

variations.

4. Model constituent simulations

We now compare the model simulated interannual changes in equatorial CH4 and

ozone with UARS and TOMS observations. We will show results from scenarios A, B.

and C described in section .3. We will also discuss the relative influence of interannual

changes in transport, temperature, and odd nitrogen photochemistry on the resulting

ozone simulations.

All results are taken from simulations in which the model was run tier 41 years using

1960-2000 time dependent source gas boundary conditions from II/\_lO [1999]. For years

corresponding to 1960-1992, the simulations use the 1992 UKMO-derived transport
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fields repeated each year, with tile UKMO-derived transport for each particular year

then used for 1993-2000. \Ve note that long term variability introduced by the l 1-year

cycle in solar UV flux was not included in the model simulations.

Because we use the 1992 dynamics for all years prior to 1992 instead of the actual

yearly dynamics which are not available, it is important to estimate the possible bias

introduced bv the model's "memory" of the initial conditions. To do this we ran a

simulation using the 1993 dynamics repeated each year for 1960-1993, with the proper

yearly dynamics then used for 1994-2000. We also ran an analogous simulation using

the 1994 dynamics. We found that the model in the tropics has a spin-up time of about

1 year, i.e., it takes 1 year for the model to adjust to different initial conditions caused

by the different dynamical fields. Therefore in the following sections, we omit the 1992

results and show only the constituent simulations for 1993-2000. This also avoids the

problems with UARS data contamination and other complicating factors caused by the

anomolous Pinatubo aerosol loading during 1991-1992.

4.1. CH,t

Figure 4 compares time series of equatorial (10°S-10°N) HALOE v19 monthly

mean CH4 along with the model simulations at three stratospheric levels. The model

resuhs from the three heating rate calculations (scenarios A, B, and C) show only small

differences, and these will be discussed below. The HALOE data show generally weak

seasonal and interannual cycles in tile lower stratosphere. Tile amplitudes of these

variations increase with altitude, coincident with the increase in the vertical gradient

of methane [e.g., Uordero et al., 1997]. Tile model simulations qualitatively" mimic this

altitude variation, and are able to match the phase of the seasonal cycles in the HALOE

data quite well in the middle and upper stratospher< Tilt' model-data agreement in

the absolute value of CI-t.I is especially good in the middle and upper stratosphere

throughout the time period. The simulations at 21 mbar reveal a sInall underestimation
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of about 0.05ppmv in tile absoluteamount of CH4after 1995.This deficiency is likely

dueto a modelunderestimationof the meantropical upwellingin the lowerstratosphere,

resulting in too little CH4 transported up from the troposphere.

The interannual changesin the model and HALOE CH4 are more clearly seenin

Figure 5, which showsthe time serieswith the trend and seasonalcycles removedby

regressionanalysis (a solar cyclecomponenthasalso beenremovedfrom the HALOE

data). Such interannual variations havepreviously'beeninvestigated in the UARS

long-lived tracer data [Cordero et al., 1997; O'Sullivan and Dunkerton, 1997; Randel et

al.. 1998]. The models appear to track the QBO-type changes in the data reasonably

well throughout the time period, including the phase of the QBO variation in the lower

and upper stratosphere. Although some of the shorter-term oscillations seen in the data

are not as well resolved in the model at 10 and 21 mbar.

Vertical profiles of the amplitude and phase of the methane QBO signal are shown

in Figure 6. These were computed following the same methodology used for the _,* field

(Figure 3) as discussed in section 3. The models capture the general altitudinal variation

of the HALOE amplitude, with a sharp upper stratospheric maximum centered at 3

mbar (40 km) coincident with the strongest vertical gradient in CH4, a minimum near

10 mbar, and secondary maximum near 20 mbar. All three models are similar in phase

(Figure 6, bottom panel), and resolve fairly well the altitudinal phase variation of the

observations. There is some model discret)ancy in phase at the very lower and upper

levels where the amplitudes are quite weak.

Figures 4-6 show that model scenario A (solid line) tends to underestimate the

QBO amplitude at most heights, with a difference of 25-30% at 40 kin. Including

climatological Oa and H20 in the heating rates (scenario B, dashed-dotted line) affects

the CH4 amplitude in a manner consistent with the tiT'" field (Figure 3), i.e., the

amplitude increases in the lower stratosphere below 35 kin, and decreases in the upper

stratosphere at 38-43 kin, although the CH4 amplitude decrease near 40 km appears to
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besmaller than tile relative decreasein g'* seenin Figure 3. ScenarioB providesbetter

agreementwith the HALOE amplitude between10aM 20 mbar, but slightly worsens

the comparisonat 40 km. As expected,increasingthe QBO temperatureanomalies in

the heating rates(scenarioC, dotted line) increasesthe QBO CH4amplitude throughout

the stratosphereto be closer to the HALOE data. The improvement is especially

noticeable in the regionof the 40 km maximum. Among the three models,scenarioC

appearsto provide the best overall agreementwith the HALOE CH4data in Figure 6.

We note finally that the QBO responsewill besimilar for other long lived tracers

with similar vertical gradients [Corderoet al., 1997]. For example as with CH4, the

vertical gradient in HF is weak in the lower stratosphere and strong in the upper

stratosphere. The model and HALOE QBO responses in HF (not shown) are weak

in the lower stratosphere and have sharp maxima in the upper stratosphere near 40

kin, but are 180 ° out of phase with the QBO responses in CH4 due to the reversed

orientation of the vertical gradients of the two constituents.

4.2. Profile Ozone

Figure 7 shows tiIne series for 1993-2000 of ozone from the UARS Microwave Limb

Sounder (MLS) v5 and HALOE v19 and the model simulations at 3 stratospheric levels.

The time series with the trend and seasonal cycles removed via regression analysis are

shown in Figure 8 (again a solar cvcle component has also been removed from the

HALOE and MLS data). Note the MLS data is only available through June 1997.

Because of the sharp vertical gradients in ozone, there is a strong QBO signal in tile

lower stratosphere, with a transition to a dominant SAO in the middle and upper

stratosphere in both the model and data. The model tracks the phase of the seasonal

and interannual signals in tile UAIRS data fairly well. A strong QBO-type feature is

seen at all levels of the stratosphere in the HALOE and MLS data, and the model

agrees qualitatively with these observations. Also, both the. modeled and observed ozone
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in the upper stratospherehavea well-knownstrong anticorrelation with temperature,

on both seasonaland interannual time scales.In the lower stratosphere,tile modeled

and observedozonehave a strong positive correlation with temperatureseasonallyand

interannually, and both ozoneand temperatureare anti-correlated with tile _'* field,

with a slight phaselag of 1-2months. As with methane,the differencesamongthe three

model scenariosin Figures 7 and 8 are relatively small, as will be discussedbelow.

The modelsimulations in Figure 7 systematicallyoverestimatethe observationsby

0..55ppmv in the lowerstratospherewhereozoneis controlled bv transport. Sincethe

MLS and HALOE data agreequite well. wesuspectthat this biasis causedby the model

underestimating tile mean upwelling in the tropics causinghigher ozoneconcentrations

than observed.This is consistentwith Figure 4 in which overly weak model upwelling

causedan underestimationof CH4 relative to the data. As ozone becomes increasingly

less influenced by transport with increasing altitude, this bias becomes very small in the

middle stratosphere. The model underestimation of the data in the upper stratosphere

in Figure 7 is due to the well-known ozone deficit problem [e.g., Minschwaner et al..

1993; Eluszkie'wicz and Allen, 1993; Dessler et al.. 1996] as discussed in our previous

work [Jack,nan et al., 1996]. This deficiency has been reduced soinewhat in tile present

model simulations that include tile reaction C10 + OH- > HC1 + 02 [Sar_der et al.,

2000]. The current model scenarios systematically underpredict the HALOE O:_ bv 0.75

ppmv (11_) at 3 mbar.

Equatorial time-height sections of the QBO fits to tile detrended and deseasonalized

ozone time series from UA12S and model scenario A are shown in Figure 9. The QBO

signal explains a significant amount of the interannual variability in both tile model and

data. D_r the most part., the model reveals good qualitative consistencv with the data,

showing a strong downward propagation characteristic from the upper to the lower

stratosphere.

The corresponding amplitudes and phases of the QBO fits for the UAIRS data and
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model scenariosA, B, and C areshownin Figure 10. As with tile CH4comparisons,the

modelscapture quite well the altitudinal phasechangebelow 45 km where the QBO

amplitude is significant. Model scenarioA (solid line) showssomegeneralconsistency

with the data in the amplitude variation with altitude, i.e., maxima near 25 and 35

km, with a minimum in between. Howeverbelow40 kin, the magnitude of the QBO

amplitude is systematically underestimatedin tile model by as much as a factor of

2. Consistentwith @*, the ozoneQBO amplitude in scenarioB (dashed-dottedline

in Figures 7, 8, and 10) is enhanced(diminished) below (above) 28 km compared

to scenarioA. However, the differencesbetweenthe two heating rate calculations

becomemuch lessapparent above35 km as ozonebecomesincreasinglycontrolled by

photochemistry. The model QBO ozoneamplitude in scenarioC (in which the QBO

temperture anomalieshavebeen increasedby 40_) is generallycloserto the HALOE

data than scenarioA, but still underestimatesthe observedamplitude at most altitudes.

The changein the modeledozonein the lower stratospherein scenarioC is primarily'

due to the vertical velocity enhancements, with the upper stratospheric model ozone

changes due mainly via the temperature dependent reaction rates.

To fllrther investigate the processes controlling the interannual ozone variations,

we ran two additional model simulations listed in Table 1. In scenario D, the transport

was allowed to vary interannually as in scenario A. but the temperatures in the

photochemistry were set to climatological values. The opposite case (climatological

transport, interannual temperatures in the photochemistry) was done in scenario E.

The resulting detrended and dcseasonalized Oa time series are shown in Figure 11,

and the corresponding QBO amplitude and phase are shown in Figure 12. Transport

ahnost completely determines the total interanmml signal below 30 mbar. as scenario D

(red line) is nearly identical to scenario A (black line). Scenario E (blue line), which

has only the interanimal temperature dependent photochemistry with transport being

climatological, exhibits w_ry small interannual variability below 30 mbar. Transport
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and photochemistryhave similar contributions to the ozonevariability in the middle

stratosphere,with photochemistrybecomingdominant in tile upper stratosphereabove

about 4 mbar.

Below about 20 mbar, the transport-induced interannual signal is out of phase

with the temperature effect, as downwardmotion (relative to the mean) ill the lower

stratosphere increasesozonedirectly, but also createswarmer temperatures which

decreasesozonephotochemically.This is seenin the time seriesat 31 mbar in Figure ll

(bottom panel), and by the fact the QBO signal in scenarioE is one-half cycleout of

phasewith scenariosA and D in the lowerstratosphere(Figure 12,bottom panel). This

is also illustrated by the fact that the QBO amplitude in scenarioD somewhatexceeds

that of the full interannual simulation (scenarioA) in tile lower stratosphere(Figure 12,

top panel). This out-of-phaserelationship dinfinisheswith height as the temperature

impact on ozonereinforcesthat of transport aboveabout 10mbar.

In a previousanalysisof the QBO signal in 03, Chipperfield et al. [1994] concluded

that the QBO modulation of NO2, via the modulated transport of NOy, is the major

cause of the ozone QBO signal above 30 kin, with the temperature QBO effect on

the ozone reaction rates being very minor. Their results were in contrast to other

studies who concluded that the upper stratospheric ozone QBO signal was caused by

the temperature QBO influencing the ozone loss rates [e.g., Ling and London. 1986:

Zau,,odny and McCormick, 1991].

To test these hypotheses in our model, we-ran an additional simulation (F) in which

all odd nitrogen species (N, NO, NO_, NOa, N205, HNO3, C1ONO2, BrONO2, HO2NO2)

were held constant throughout the run (tile transport and temperature were both varied

interannually as in scenario A). The resulting ozone time series and QBO signal are

(lel)icted by th(, purple dashed-dotted lines in Figur(!s 11 and 12. This simulation reveals

that without the QBO signal in NOy and NO×, the QBO in ozone has been re(tuced in

the middle stratosphere at 25-40 km. The largest reduction, bv a factor of tw(), occurs
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near 10 mbar. ttowever, tile ozone signal is still substantial at this level, indicating that

the temperature QBO effect on the ozone loss rates (other than the NO×-induced loss)

and transport, contribute significantly to the ozone interannual variability in the middle

stratosphere. Figures 11 and 12 also illustrate that tile non-NOx temperature dependent

photochemistry is the dominant process in driving the ozone QBO signal in the upper

stratosphere at and above 3 mbar. This is revealed by the fact that keeping the NOx

species constant in scenario F has only a very small effect on the interannual ozone

signal at these levels. These results are consistent with the findings of Lin9 and London

[1986] and Zawodny and McCormick [1991], but appear to be somewhat in contrast with

the modeling results of Chipperfield et al. [1994].

4.3. Total Column Ozone

Figure 13 shows equatorial total colunm ozone (10°S to 10°N) for 1993-2000

from the new combined TOMS/SBUV merged data set [Stolarski et al., 2001] (red

dashed-asterisk line), and model scenarios A (solid line), B (dashed-dotted line),

and C (dotted line). The TOMS/SBUV merged data is currently available through

March 2000. The unfiltered time series (top panel) shows that the model sinmlations

qualitatively reproduce the phase of the TOMS/SBUV seasonal cycles quite well.

Consistent with the vertical profile ozone in the lower stratosphere (Figure 7, bottom).

tile model systematically ow_rpredicts total ozone by 9 DU relative to TO*IS/SBUV.

Again this is most likely due to a small underestimation of the strength of the model

residual circulation in tile lower stratosphere.

Tile bottom panel in which the trend and seasonal cycles have been removed (a

solar cycle component has also been removed from the TOMS/SBUV time series)

reveals the well-known QBO signature in equatorial total ozone which has been

frequently discussed in previous work [e.g., Lait et al., 1989; Bowman, 1989]. As with

the seasonal cycles, all 3 model simulations track the phase of the observed total ozone
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QBO quite, well. This is also shown in Table 2 which lists the QBO amplitude and

phase in total ozone (10°S-10°N) from the 6 model scenarios and the TOMS/SBUV

data. However, consistent with the Ctt.1 and profile ozone comparisons, all model

simulations underestimate the observed total ozone QBO amplitude. Scenario A (solid

line in Figure 13) underestimates the amplitude by a factor of 3. This discrepancy is

somewhat improved in scenario C (dotted line) with the QBO temperature anomalies

increased by 40%, but this model simulation still underestimates the observed total

ozone QBO amplitude by nearly a factor of 2. Scenario B (dashed-dotted line) shows

the best comparison with the data, and only slightly underestimates the observed QBO

amplitude. This illustrates that the modeled QBO total ozone distribution is rather

sensitive t.o the choice of using either climatological or interannual Oa variations in the

heating rate calculation.

Scenario D, which only has the interannual variability in the transport (temperatures

are climatological) reveals a total ozone time series (not shown) and QBO phase (Table

2) very similar to scenario A. However, without the countering effect of the temperature

QBO on the reaction rates, scenario D reveals a slightly larger QBO amplitude in total

ozone relative to scenario A (Table 2). Including only the temperature variability' in

scenario E (climatological transport) gives a very weak QBO signal in total ozone which

is expectedly 180 ° of phase with the other scenarios.

We note finally that the QBO total ozone amplitude in the simulation with

constant odd nitrogen species (scenario F) is actually increased slightly compared

with scenario A, with ahnost no change in phase (Table 2). This amplitude increase

appears to be in conflict with Figure 12 in which scenario F produced a smaller QBO

amplitude in the ozone profile at almost all levels compared to scenario A. However,

this apparent contradiction can be explained t)y Figure 9 which illustrates that the

interammal variability in ozone is strongly layered in the vertical. A reduction in the

QBO amplitude in the middle stratosphere as seen in Figure 12, could therefore lead to
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an increase in the QBO amplitude in tile total column, as is the case with scenario F.

4.4. Age of Air

Tile mean age of air (F) is a widely used transport diagnostic for stratospheric

models [e.g., Hall et al., 1999]. The mean age can be determined from an inert tracer

with a linearly" time increasing tropospheric mixing ratio, such as sulfur hexafluoride

(SF6) or annually averaged CO2. Figure 14 shows vertical profiles of mean age taken

from the tropical tropopause determined from balloon measurements of SF6 (red

triangles) and CO2 (red plus signs). These data were taken at 7°S during February and

November 1997 as part of the Observations of the Middle Stratosphere (OMS) campaign

[e.g., Hall et al.. 1999]. Figure 14 also includes F derived from in situ E1R-2 aircraft

measurements of SF6 (blue square) and CO2 (blue asterisk) at 20 km averaged over

several field campaigns during 1992 to 1997 for 10°S-10°N [Elkius et al., 1996; Boering

et al., 1996].

The solid line depicts the 1993-2000 average age profile for model simulation A

for 10°S-10°N. This average profile is in good overall agreement with tile observations

throughout the tropical stratosphere, similar to a previous comparison with our

climatological model transport [Fleming et al., 1999]. Above the tropopause, the

vertical gradient in the average model F is slightly weaker than indicated by the data.

The model age is slightly older than the observations at 16-23 km, and a bit younger

than the data above about 23 km. This likely reflects a small underestimation in the

strength of the model tropical upwelling in the lower stratosphere and an overestimation

in the middle stratosphere. The lower stratospheric bias in the model 'g'* is consistent

with the lower stratospheric comparisons in Figures 4, 7, and 13 in which the model

underestimated the obserw'd CH4 and overestimate(t the observed profile ozone and

total column ozone amounts.

The dotted line in Figure 14 shows the model average F for February and November
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1997 at. 7"S, coincident with the OMS balloon data shown in the Figure. The model bias

discussed above is slightly improved in the coincident profile as the model age is slightly

older, by 1-2 months, and is closer to tile data at 23-30 km. However, this model profile

is still a bit younger than tile data at 26--30 kin.

The dashed lines in Figure 14 depict the range of the model interannual variations

at each altitude over 1993-2000, determined flom the deseasonalized time series of F.

The interannual range increases with altitude from near zero at the tropical tropopause

to a maximum of 1.0 years at 40 kin. At this level, F ranges from 4-5 years over the

1993-2000 time period. The average F reaches a maxiinum of 5.6 years with a range of

5.3-6 years just above 60 km. with these values remaining nearly constant with height

above this level.

As with the other tracers, there are significant QBO and seasonal signals in F. The

QBO amplitude distribution with altitude is similar to that of CH4 (Figure 6), and the

seasonal variations in the model F are also analogous to those in CH4 (Figure 4). The

largest amplitudes of :t:0.2 years for the QBO signal and -t-0.28 vears for the seasona!

variations occur near 40 kin. However, the variations in F are 180 ° out of phase with

those of methane since the vertical gradients of mean age and CH4 are reversed.

We note finally that the 1993-2000 average equatorial F profiles for simulations

B and C are very similar to that of model simulation A in Figure 14. However, the

interannual age variations in scenario C were slightly larger at all levels than those

in scenario A, consistent with the larger variations in equatorial g'* seen in Figure 3.

For the case of scenario B, the interanlmal F variations were larger than scenario A

only below 27 kin. again consistent with the variations in _;'*. Above 27 km, the age

variability in scenarios A and B are very similar since the vertically integrated differences

in the _7,* QBO amplitudes between the two scenarios (Figure 3) tend to cancel once air

parcels have reached the equatorial upper stratosphere.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

We have used UKMO meteorological data and UARS constituent data to simulate

interannual dynamical variability during the 1990's in our GSFC 2-D stratospheric

chemistry and transport model. Since the model is widely used to study the long term

changes in stratospheric ozone, incorporating interannual variability in the simulations is

important to investigate past ozone changes and the future ozone recovery. In this study,

we have focused oil the tropical stratosphere where eddy motions are generally weak

and the mean upward velocity of the residual circulation is the dominant constituent

transport mechanism. Because of this, the empirically-based 2D model framework

used here adequately resolves many qualitative features of the seasonal and QBO

signatures in tropical stratospheric constituent observations. The phase of the seasonal,

interannual, and QBO variations observed in CH4, and profle and total column O3 data

are captured quite well by the model. We also found that the QBO phase variation with

altitude was relatively insensitive to the different heating rate calculations imposed in

the model.

Overall, the interannual and QBO amplitudes in the model simulations

systematically underestimate the ot)servations at most levels. This amplitude deficiency

is particularly acute in the total ozone comparison. The model also did not flfllv

resolve some of the altitudinal structure in tile profile ozone QBO amplitude. Using

climatological O3 and H20 in the heating rates (scenario B) significantly improved this

discrepancy in the lower stratosphere. However, this simulation is not as realistic as the

base sinmlation A which includes interannnal changes in the temperature, O3, and H20

data input into the heating rate calculations.

These mo(M deficien('ies in resolving the QBO amplitude are probat)ly due in

part to the limited vertical resolutions of both the 2-1) model and the input data sets

(UK,MO, UARS) used in the heating rate and dynamical calculations. The vertical

grid sI)acing is _2 km in the 2-D model, ,-_2.7 km ti)r the UARS (level 3A) ([ata. an(l
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_2.5-8 km for tile stratosphericUKMO data availableat tile standard pressurelevels.

Representationof the QBO signal in tile upper stratosphericUKMO analysesis fllrther

limited by the fact that the temperaturesat the upper levelsare largely determined

by poor vertical resolution satellite radiances.Lack of proper spatial resolution in tile

model and input meteorologicaldata would causethe QBO signal to be "smeared

out" in the resulting model constituent sinmlations. Enhancingthe QBO temperature

amplitudes in the UKMO data to be closerto thoseobservedin the radiosondedata

improved the model results in this regard. However,the model constituent QBO signals

werestill underestimatedrelative to the UARSdata. The fact that radiative calculations

mav underestimatethe QBO variations in the derived 'g'* relative to those derived from

trace gas ascent rates [Niwano and Shiotani, 2001] could also contribute to the model

deficiency in resolving the observed QBO constituent amplitudes.

Sensitivity tests revealed that as expected, the QBO in transport dominates the

ozone interannual variability in the lower stratosphere. The effect of the temperature

QBO is dominant in the upper stratosphere via the reaction rates that control ozone

destruction. Also, the QBO in NOx, which is caused by the QBO modulated transport

of NO,., plays a significant, but not donfinant role in determining the ozone variability

in the middle stratosphere between 25 and 40 kin. The impact of transport and the

non-NO× temperature dependent ozone loss rates is substantial at these levels.

The equatorial mean age of air in the model averaged over 1993-2000 is in good

overall agreement with that determined from lower and middle stratospheric OMS

balloon observaticms of SF6 and CO2 taken during 1997. The interannual variability

in the model F increases with altitude and maximizes near 40 km. with a range of 4-5

years during the 1993-2000 time period. The oldest air occurs at and above 60 km, with

an altitudinallv indepen¢h_'nt range of 5.3--6 years during 1993-2000.

Although we have discussed only the results in the tropics in this paper, it is of

significant interest to investigate the model simulations of interannual variability in the
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subtropics and extratropics. This will be addressedin a future study'.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Time series of tile equatorial residual mean vertical velocity (_*) for model scenario

A for the altitudes indicated.
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Figure 2. Equatorialtime-heightsectionsof themodelresidualmeanverticalvelocity(3*) for

modelscenarioA. Shownare the timeseriesin whichthetrend andseasonalcycleshavebeen

removedby regressionanalysisand thensmoothedby 2 passesof a 3-point running average

(top), and the QBO statistical fit to the detrendedand deseasonlizedtime series(bottom).

Contourintervalsare0.05mm/see.Negativeanomaliesareshaded.Seetext for detailsof the

QBO fitting procedure.

Figure 3. Equatorialverticalprofilesof the QBO amplitudeand phaseof the residualmean

verticalvelocity(ff_*)fl'ommodelscenariosA (solidline),B (dashed-dottedline),andC (dotted

line). Seetext for detailsconcerningtheQBOstatisticalfitting.

Figure 4. Time seriesof CH4from UARSHALOEversion19data (reddashedline-asterisk),

and modelscenariosA (solidline), B (dashed-dottedline), and C (dottedline) for 10°S-10°N

at thealtitudesindicated.

Figure 5. Timeseriesof detrendedanddeseasonalizedCH4from UARSHALOE version19

data (reddashedline-asterisk),andmodelscenariosA (solidline), B (dashed-dottedline),and

C ((lotted line) for 10°S-10"Nat the altitudesindicated.The trend and seasonalcycleshave

beenremovedbyregressionanalysis.A solar_:y(:lecomponenthasalsob('.enreinovedfrom the

HALOEdata.
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Figure 6. Verticalprofilesof theQBOamplitudeandphaseof CH4from HALOE version19

(red dashedline-asterisk),and modelscenariosA (solid line), B (dashed-dottedline), and C

(dotted line) tbr 10°S-10°N.Seetext for detailsconcerningtile QBOstatistical fitting.

Figure 7. Time seriesof 03 from UARSHALOEversion19data (reddashedline-asterisk),

belLSversion5data (greendashedline-triangles),andmodelscenariosA (solidline),B (dashed-

dotted line), andC (dotted line) for 10°S-10°N at the altitudes indicated.

Figure 8. Time series of detrended and deseasonalized 03 from UARS HALOE version 19

data (red dashed line-asterisk), bMLS version 5 data (green dashed line-triangles), and model

scenarios A (solid line), B (dashed-dotted line), and C (dotted line) for 10°S-10°N at the

altitudes indicated. The trend and seasonal cycles have been removed by regression analysis.

A solar cycle component has also been removed from the HALOE and MLS data.

Figure 9. Eqautorial time-height sections of the QBO statistical fit to the detrended and

deseasonlized 03 time series for 10°S-10°N. Shown are the MLS version 5 data (top), HALOE

version 19 data (middle), and model scenario A (bottom). Tile contour interval is 0.1 ppmv

and negative anomalies are shaded. See text for details of the QBO fitting procedure.

Figure 10. Vertical profiles of tile QBO amplitude and phase of O:_ from HALOE version 19

(red dashed line-asterisk), and model scenarios A (solid line), B (dashed-dotted line), and C

(dotted line) for 10°S - 10°N. The amplitudes and phases are (tetermir)ed fl'om the QBO statistical

fitted time series shown in Figure 9. See text for details concerning the QBO statistical fitting.

Figure 11. Time series of detrended and deseasonalized ():_ from model scenarios A (black

line), D (red line), E (blue line), and F (purple dashed-dotted line) for 10°S-10°N at the altitudes

indicated. The trend and seasonal cycles have been removed by regression analysis.

Figure 12. Vertical profiles of tile QBO amplitude and phase of 03 from inodel scenarios A

(black line), D (red line), E (blue line), aml F (purple dashed-dotted line) for 10°S-10°N. See

text for details concerning the QBO statistical fitting.
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Figure 13. Toppanelshowstime seriesof total columnozonefrom theTOMS/SBUVmerged

dataset (reddashedline-asterisk),andmodelscenariosA (solid line), B (dashed-dottedline),

and C (dotted line) for 10°S-10°N.Bottom panelshowsthe time serieswith the trend and

seasonalcyclesremovedby regressionanalysis.A solarcyclecomponenthasalsobeenremoved

from tile TOMS/SBUVdata.

Figure 14. Vertical profilesof meanageof air at 10°S-10°Nfrom the model (scenarioA)

averagedover 1993-2000(solid line), the model interannualrangeduring 1993-2000(dashed

lines),and the modelaveragefor FebruaryandNovember1997(dottedline). Alsoshownare

the meanagedeterminedfrom OMSballoonmeasurementsof CO2(redpluses)and SF6(red

triangles)takenduringFebruaryandNovember1997at 7°S,andER-2aircraft measurementsof

CO2 (blue asterisk) and SF6 (blue square) at 20 km averaged over 10°S-10°N during 1992-1997.

Ages are taken relative to the tropical tropopause.
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Table 1. Descriptionof modelsimulations

Scenario Description

A

B

C

D

E

F

temperature and all transport components varied interannually

scenario A + climatological O3 and H20 used in diabatic heating rates

scenario A + QBO temperature anomalies increased by 40%

interannual transport from scenario A + climatological temperatures used in reaction rates

climatological transport + interannual temperatures from scenario A used in reaction rates

scenario A + all odd nitrogen species kept constant

Table 2. Total Ozone QBO Signal Amplitude and Phase for 10°S-10°N

Scenario Amplitude (DU) Phase (fractional QBO cycle)

A 2.1 0.28

B 5.0 0.32

C 3.3 0.31

D 2.6 0.27

E 0.5 0.74

F 2.4 0.26

TOMS/SBUV 6.3 0.28
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Popular Summary

"Two-dimensional model simulations of interannual variability in the tropical stratosphere", by

E.L. Fleming, C.H. Jackman, D.B. Considine, and J. Rosenfield

Atmospheric chemical models are widely used for scientific studies and international

assessments that advance our understanding of the natural and man-made influences on the

Earth's ozone layer. Two types of models are generally used for this work: three-dimensional

(3-D) longitude-latitude-height models, and two-dimensional (2-D) latitude-height models in

which the longitudinal variations have been averaged. Compared to 3-D models,

two-dimensional models are less computationally intensive and provide a somewhat simpler

framework for understanding the changes that influence the ozone layer. An important

aspect of 2-D models is the proper treatment of both atmospheric chemical processes and

atmospheric motions, or wind systems, which transport various chemical compounds,

including ozone, around the globe. In the stratosphere, a region approximately 10-30 miles

above the earth where the majority of the ozone resides, the atmospheric variability in the

tropics is dominated by an approximate two year cycle, or quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). It

is important for 2-D models to adequately resolve the effects of the QBO to properly simulate

long term changes to the ozone layer.

In this paper, we discuss techniques for incorporating the effects of the QBO in our

NASA/GSFC 2-D model using a variety of meteorological data sets. We also investigate the

relative roles of atmospheric motions and atmospheric chemical processes in determining the

QBO effects on ozone. We then show numerous comparisons between the model simulations

and observations of ozone and long-lived chemical compounds in the tropical stratosphere.

The long-lived compounds, which are not strongly influenced by atmospheric chemical

processes, are important as they act as tracers of the atmospheric motions as they move

around the globe. These comparisons provide tests that show that the model simulates the

effects of the QBO in the real atmosphere reasonably well. The success of this validation then

increases the credibility of our model simulations of the long term natural and man-made

influences on the ozone layer.


